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HAProxy and GlobalSign IoT Edge Enroll 

In some cases, it may be necessary to deploy IoT Edge Enroll services to a network with 

limited connectivity to the outside Internet. Usually prompted by security concerns, this 

limitation can typically be overcome by deploying a local proxy to field certificate requests 

on behalf of IoT devices. The following illustrates a typical scenario: 

 
Figure 1 Typical Proxy Deployment Scenario 

HAProxy works well for this use-case as it supports Layer 7 HTTP rewriting, necessary in 

some cases where device name resolution is unable to point GlobalSign domains to the 

proxy. As the EST enrollment protocol used by IoT Edge operates over HTTP, this is a 

good match however other proxy software could also be used successfully. 

Prerequisites 

• Linux will be used throughout this guide, however HAProxy supports multiple 

operating systems 

• The HAProxy server will need access to the assigned IoT Edge Enroll server, so 

external access/firewall rules should be configured beforehand 

Setup 

1. Install HAProxy via package manager or other means according to your operating 

system requirements: 

sudo apt-get install haproxy 
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2. Edit /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg to replace with the following configuration, making 

appropriate substitutions where highlighted: 

global 

        user haproxy                  # User to run haproxy 

        group haproxy                 # haproxy default group 

        log 127.0.0.1 local2 info     # Logs level 

        chroot /var/lib/haproxy       # Chroot home for haproxy user 

        pidfile /var/run/haproxy.pid # PID file 

        maxconn 300                  # Max number of conncections per 

process 

        daemon                       # Run the process in the backgound 

 

# Default settings used by 'listen' and 'backend' sections if not 

defined in their section 

defaults 

        mode    http        # haproxy running mode 

        timeout connect 20s # Timeout if no reply from backend servers 

        timeout client  30s # Timeout on the client side 

        timeout server  30s # Timeout on the server side 

        timeout queue   1m  # Timeout for a queue 

        log     global      # Use global setting for logs 

        option  httplog     # get HTTP request log 

        retries 3           # Allow max of three retries 

 

 

# Frontend server settings 

frontend input-traffic 

# Define port to listen on for incoming traffic and certificate 

location 

        bind *:443 ssl crt /etc/ssl/haproxy/haproxy.pem  

        option forwardfor except 127.0.0.0/8 # Send X-Forwarded-For 

header 

        default_backend backend_servers # Define default backend 

servers 

        redirect scheme https if !{ ssl_fc } 

        http-request replace-header Host .* est.edge.dev.globalsign.com 

# Define backend servers 

backend backend_servers 

        balance roundrobin              # Use roundrobin for load 

balancing 

        server  gsedge  est.edge.dev.globalsign.com:443 ssl verify none  

        http-request set-header X-Forwarded-Port %[dst_port] 

        http-request add-header X-Forwarded-Proto https if { ssl_fc } 

 

3. Create the TLS certificates that will be presented by the HAProxy server to connecting 

clients to encrypt the connection within the segregated network. These can be self-signed 

for testing, publicly trusted from a CA like GlobalSign, or simply obtained via IoT Edge Enroll. 

The last option will be demonstrated: 

openssl genrsa -out private.key 2048 

openssl req -new -nodes -out request.csr -key private.key 

curl -X POST --data-binary "@request.csr" -H "Content-Transfer-Encoding:base64" 

-H "Content-Type:application/pkcs10" 

https://opentest.est.edge.dev.globalsign.com:443/.well-known/est/simpleenroll | 
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openssl base64 -d -a | openssl pkcs7 -inform der -print_certs | tail -n 

+5 > haproxy.pem 

cat private.key haproxy.pem >> /etc/ssl/haproxy/haproxy.pem 

 

4. Verify the HAProxy config file does not contain errors: 

haproxy -c -V -f /etc/haproxy/haproxy.cfg 

 

 

5. Restart HAProxy for the new configuration to be implemented. You should now be able to 

enroll devices using standard EST enrollment methods against the local proxy server instead 

of the GlobalSign cloud: 

service haproxy restart 

 

From another device: 
curl -X POST --data-binary "@request.csr" -H "Content-Transfer-

Encoding:base64" -H "Content-Type:application/pkcs10" 

https://my.proxy.local:443/.well-known/est/simpleenroll 
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